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Managing Evolving Covid 
Related Stress in Athletics 

Presented by:

Tim Herzog, EdD, LCP, CMPC, BCB

Reaching Ahead Counseling & Mental Performance 

About Reaching Ahead

Customizable mental performance training for individuals and teams

Science-based performance help/enhancement 

12 mental skills focusing on Control vs. Influence vs. Acceptance

Dr. Tim Herzog works with these areas and more:

● Anxiety
● Performance
● Career Pursuits
● Difficult life transitions
● Grief and Loss
● Illness
● Relationships, Couples, and Families
● Trauma

Covid’s Impact on Youth Sports

- Psychological, developmental, and financial fallout caused by Covid pandemic

- Significant loss in physical activity opportunities for youth

- Identity confusion for youth athletes

- Lost jobs and revenue associated with youth sports 

- Nearly 45 million U.S. children play sports 

- 7.9 million teens play high school sports 

- Youth sports bring in about $19 billion to the market annually
- Additional $9 billion from tourism associated with youth sport travel 
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3 Key Phases

Initial “oh shoot” phase 

Lockdown and full blown cancellation of all things sports 

Moving out of lockdown, 

vaccinations, adjusting back to 

“normal?”

Just enough time to adjust and then comes another big change

Different Kinds of Athletes

- Youth, High School, Club, College (Varsity or Club), Semi-Pro, Olympian, Pro….

- Athletics can be protective (Iannone, et al., 2021)

- Different environments/programs prioritized differently

- Development phase:

Developmental Impacts on the Athletes

- Significant decline in f2f social interactions

- Lost training opportunities (different degrees) through formal/structured workouts

- Lack of physical activity
- Delays in motor development 

- Mental health is connected with exercise

- Social interactions learned from recreation with others 

- Weight gain or other conditions from lessened/halted activity 

- Widening gap between privileged and lower income families
- Example: family who moved to Oklahoma for softball

- Opportunities to continue training more readily available to higher income (and less careful) families

- How can we bridge the gap for this time lost?
- Parents will try to and may overdo it

- Remember how thankful many people were for letting go of the crazy schedule in the beginning?

- Focus on fundamentals, learning, and fun
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Impacts on Family Dynamics

- “Epicenter of the family schedule” (Sanderson & Brown, 2020) 

- Parents might find purpose also w/ team involvement

- Vicarious successes upset

- Sudden void in things on the family calendar created some challenges for 

filling kid’s time after (virtual) school 
- Temporary organized sport dropouts (while some continued)

- Social gaps for children (filled virtually?  filled by parents?)

- Stress over uncertainty on return of sports AND lost opportunities
- Missed big events… states/nationals/worlds 

- Worry over college recruiting opportunities and FOMO

- When/how to get back into sports?
- Level of COVID fears then and now

- Financial factors then and now

Financial Impacts 

- Financial hardships expected to last long after economy fully reopens 

- Teams and sport facilities lost revenue, sponsors, etc.

- Local communities: $ decline from lack of sport (all levels)

- Lower income athletes may have even fewer opportunities post-covid 

- Recruiting and scholarships turned upside down

- How will teams/schools/organizations recover?

Psychological Impacts on the Athletes

- Lost identity due to abrupt end of sport career 
- Identity confusion: “who am I outside of sport?” 

- As sports return….more “eggs in one basket” than ever

- Introverts vs. Extraverts
- Different coping styles 

- Careful vs Calculated Risk Taking vs. Risk Taking (Rationalization?)

- Controllables vs. Hitting Pause

- Cracks in resilience have broken some people
- Increased mental health concerns, especially anxiety and depression 

- OCD tendencies triggered or made worse

- Shifting social norms (Masks? Handshakes?)

- Shared mourning/grief over lost seasons (but not all experiences shared)

- Increased sleep disturbances, disordered eating, and body image concerns (Iannone, et al., 2021)
- Other significant mood changes 

- Money Guilt in asking parents for support after COVID financial burdens

- Not all angst is about not playing (it has also been about exposure, or fear of vaccine risks)
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NCAA Student Athlete 
Well-Being Survey (Fall, 2020)

NCAA Student Athlete 
Well-Being Survey (Fall, 2020)

NCAA Student Athlete 
Well-Being Survey (Fall, 2020)
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NCAA Student Athlete 
Well-Being Survey (Spring, 2020)

Continuum of mental health 

What can we do now?
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Who can help? Mental health concerns

Addressing Mental Health Concerns 

- Psychotherapy has been (and remains) treatment of choice
- CBT often a good fit given structure, direction, practice, goal setting, and self-reliance 
- “Mental performance coaching” (CBT style) can segue into therapy (with right practitioner)
- Virtual psychoeducational groups and workshops
- Crisis intervention has been important during this time

- People felt like it was “okay to not be okay” (this could shift)

- Empathize with losses: illness, lost participation or championships, and lost social life 
- Psychotherapy can come in various forms: individuals, couples, families, groups/teams
- Virtual and in-person therapy options 
- Greater demand for mental health services, people are just hurting more and the stigma has 

been fading significantly during this time 
- Pro athletes opening up about their experiences 
- In the past denial and stigma were barriers; this is fading

“Returning to Play After Covid-19: Concerns of 
Collegiate Athletes” (Iannone, McDuff, & Bishop, 2021)

- Athletes demonstrated high psychological strain about return to play

- D3 college athletes (n=145):
- 72% met cutoff for psychological distress 

- 33% had continued to train with a coach during cancellation

- 42% reported lower levels of motivation 

- 85% concerned over changes in future seasons and regressed competitive level 

- Shapes how athletic department personnel can help athletes prepare for (and 

cope with) their return to play 
- Validation! “That is tough….  Scary… etc.”

Followed by…

- Reframes!  “Beginner’s mind.”  “Anything can happen.”  “Embrace the process.”
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Coping 
Strategies

Tips for coping during COVID 

and beyond:

● Know your WHY 

● Control the controllables

● Sleep!

● Seek the kind of support you 

need/want

● Err on the side of caution

○ 800-273-8255  

○ National Suicide Hotline

● Find your Wise Mind

Addressing Family Dynamics
- Parents need support too

- May want to reevaluate where sports lie in family hierarchy 

- New, creative ways to get kids more active… family values include physical 

activity? 
- Family walks, bike rides, hikes, etc. 

- Help young athletes develop multi-dimensional identity outside of sport 

- “Reconnected” strength of family bond, time unplugged and appreciation for 

attempts at maintaining “normalcy” in the household (Elliott et al., 2021)

- Address/reevaluate family values

- Assertive communication skills 

- Goal-setting: Sit down and write goals with your kids

- Open conversations about mental health concerns/seeking help 

- Encourage parents to allow their kids to be a part of the decision making process 

to return to sport (and sometimes nudge forward)

- Is my kid ready to compete again?

- Are they in the right headspace to be in that environment?

- Do they even want to play this sport anymore?

- Do they want to try something new? Specialize in one particular sport?

- Don’t force an identity on your kids/athletes just because that’s how you see it...
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Re-engaging in sports 

- Athletes motivation may still be low/rebounding from forced time away from sport 

- Some may be hungry for it

- Increased chances of injury due to lack of physical activity (0 to 100mph)

- May experience lower self-efficacy (“I can’t”) due to time off 

- Communicate clear protocols/restrictions to avoid spread or game 

cancellation/facility closure, and changes (we’re moving past this maybe, but U12?)

- ATs can support athletes who may be struggling over return to sport

- Watch for greater distress (and refer!)

Re-imagining sport post-Covid

- Many athletes may reevaluate their reasons for competing, might play for more 

of the “right reasons” instead of financial gain 

- Encourage meaningful connection to sport
- enjoyment over outcomes

- More value placed on physical and mental health in athletics… 
- AT’s jobs are that much more valuable! 

- Prioritize FUN in youth sports 

- “Re-brand” youth sports for more flexible structure
(Elliott et al., 2021)

Thank You!  Stay in touch…

Dr. Tim Herzog:  tim@reachingahead.com

www.reachingahead.com
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